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About "the cover

The cover shows one of the most dramatic of all cloud
formations, the billowing cumulonimbus many people refer
to as a thunderhead. Summer, the season for violent
thunderstorms and hail, is a busy time for NCAR field
programs. One such program, the Convection and
Precipitation/Electrification Experiment (CaPE), was
conducted last year in Florida. NCAR scientists cooperated
with NASA, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA),
and the National Weather Service (NWS) with the goal of
more accurately predicting thunderstorms. Lightning
associated with these storms is of particular interest to
NASA and the FAA. Using the Regional Atmospheric
Modeling System developed at Colorado State University,
CaPE researchers hope to make regional cumulus convection
predictable 2 to 12 hours in advance.

This summer, a two-month program of observation and data
gathering known as RAPS-92 (Real Time Analysis and
Prediction of Storms, 1992) is being conducted from June 15
to August 7 in eastern Colorado. The purpose of the study is
to test methods for detecting hail.

RAPS-92 is using NCAR's CP-2 multi-parameter radar to
collect data from many storms. The CP-2 radar is the most
modern and sophisticated radar available for scientific
research. Other resources used for the study include a T-28
aircraft operated by the South Dakota School of Mines and
Technology, two chase vehicles, and a network of volunteer
hail observers.

Eventually, RAPS-92 scientists will use the CRAY
Y-MP8/864 (shavano) to verify existing scattering models
for various precipitation types. RAPS-92 scientists will also
perform dual-Doppler analyses to reconstruct three-
dimensional flows within hailstorms. (Cover photo: NCAR)

SCD Computing News welcomes cover graphic submissions. Please
send your graphic, along with a description including SCD facilities
or software used, to Christine Guzy, Mesa Lab; or send e-mail to
guzy@ncar.ucar.edu; or call Christine at (303) 497-1826.
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SCD Calendar Enhance your productivity with online
documentation

July by Bill Buzbee

8-9 SCD UNIX Basics Class From the standpoint of user productivity, and especially university users,

10 "Large" computing one of the nicest features of UNICOS is the online availability of Cray
requests due Research manuals. For a discussion of this feature, see "Docview

provides UNICOS documents online." You may be interested to know
that a growing number of SCD documents are available via File Transfer

27-31 SIGGRAPH, Chicago Protocol (FTP); see "Obtain SCD documentation via anonymous FTP" in
the Documentation department. Not only does online documentation put

Orientation Class information literally at your fingertips, it makes SCD's job easier byreducing the volume of hard copy we have to stock and mail. So if you
August are not familiar with these features, we encourage you to consider them.

And, as evidenced by the article "Supercomputer centers examine online

5-6 SCD UNIX Basics Class documentation," we can look forward to more efficient and capable
online documentation systems in the near future.

24 SCDUG

SCD puts scientific data on CD-ROMs
September

9-10 SCD UNIX Basics Class CD-ROMs (compact discs with read-only memory) provide a relatively
low-cost and high-volume means for the dissemination of scientific data.

22 SCD UNICOS Since several workstation manufacturers distribute system software on
Orientation Class CD-ROMs, CD-ROM drives are widely available. For these reasons, the

28 SCDUG SCD Data Support Section is in the process of putting some of its
datasets on CD-ROMs for distribution. See "Interest in CD-ROM is

October growing rapidly."

1-3 Conference on Parallel Last call for computing resources applications
and Distributed
Computing and Systems,Computing and Systems, Please note that July 10 is the deadline for university users to submit
Pittsburgh

large requests for shavano usage.
7-8 SCD UNIX Basics Class

15-16 SCD Advisory Panel

For more information about
these calendar items, send e-mail
to scdinfo@ncar.ucar.edu.
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Supercomputing centers examine online documentation

by Juli Rew

About 40 participants from 14 supercomputing centers
gathered last month in Austin, Texas, to hear about the
latest developments in online documentation and to
explore what systems, standards, and user information
the supercomputing centers can share.

The 2nd Workshop on Online Documentation in the
Supercomputing Environment was organized by
Marion Cohen (Los Alamos National Laboratory,
LANL), Luther Keeler (University of Texas Center for
High Performance Computing, CHPC), and Juli Rew
(National Center for Atmospheric Research, NCAR).
The CHPC provided local meeting facilities.

The first workshop, held two years ago, laid the
groundwork by discussing the issues involved in
providing online documentation in the supercomputing
environment. (Proceedings of that workshop are
available from Christine Guzy, NCAR/SCD, P.O.
Box 3000, Boulder, CO 80307-3000; e-mail:
guzy@ncar.ucar.edu.) This year's meeting contained
added emphasis on vendor products and on how the
centers could work with vendors to obtain the most
useful online systems for their users. Participants also
had the opportunity to explore the latest developments
in public domain systems and emerging standards to
see which would probably be most influential in near-
future online documentation systems.

What the ideal system should have

Stephanie Sides (San Diego Supercomputing Center,
SDSC) and Nancy Dawson (NCAR) discussed the
features identified at the first workshop that the ideal
online documentation system should have. The system
must first address the common problem faced by all
the centers: a distributed, heterogeneous computing
environment. In other words, the system must be
operable across a variety of computer architectures
networked together in varying configurations. The
ideal system would be "intelligent" and interactive,
tracking usage and customizing sessions to the level of
expertise of the user. It would handle graphics, audio,

and video inputs and provide a seamless user
interface. It would also be able to run inside or outside
of other applications. Other desirable features are
quick response time, ease of use, and automatic
notification of updated information.

Sides noted that four of the National Science
Foundation (NSF) supercomputing centers were
working on the idea of a "metacenter," in which the
centers would share a common filesystem.
Documentation could be shared via this single
filesystem. Such a system might be in place in
approximately five years.

Panel gives vendor perspective

Carol Adams (IBM), Ken Kershner (Silicon Graphics,
Inc., SGI), Dale Dougherty (O'Reilly & Associates),
and Mark Crowley (Cray Research) discussed their
philosophy of distributing their documentation in
machine-readable form, and their goals for online
documentation. Adams has been very active in
defining the requirements for the successor to IBM's
Info Explorer online documentation software for the
RS/6000. AIX, IBM's version of UNIX, is keyed to an
open-systems environment. IBM also has a system
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called IPF for OS/2. She said IBM hopes to converge
the AIX and OS/2 operating systems first, and to later
integrate the Bookmaster/Book Manager publishing
systems.

The ideal system would be
"intelligent" and interactive.

Ken Kershner discussed SGI's new 30-million-
instructions-per-second workstation, the Iris Indigo,
which will be their introduction to the "low-priced
workstation" line. His organization is interested in
developing a consistent user interface. User surveys
also revealed that their customers wanted an online
documentation system that was compatible with their
local documentation. SGI plans to introduce an online
package later this year that will support customer
support information, bug reports, and so forth. It will
be based on a Motif implementation of the X Window
System, but will still require at least one SGI
workstation in order to run it. SGI has also been
participating in a new vendor consortium called the
Davenport Group, aimed at encouraging common
documentation standards among vendors.

Dale Dougherty, whose company publishes books on
UNIX and the X Window System, is on the steering
committee of the Davenport Group. He says the new
consortium has been established to serve as a catalyst
for emerging standards and promote an open-systems
approach to online documentation and publication.
The goal is to be able to share information online via
a common interchange format, such as the Standard
Generalized Markup Language (SGML). SGML can
be used to identify and tag the structural features of
documents. The Davenport Group is soliciting
proposals for working groups, such as the Committee
for Common Man, which seeks to standardize UNIX
man pages via an SGML implementation. Other
proposed working groups are aimed at developing a
database query language that can take advantage of
SGML structures, and developing hypermedia
standards (such as HyTime). The rapidly growing
consortium has already been joined by over 35
vendors, and its general meetings are open. For more

information, you may write to Dougherty, Davenport
Group, c/o O'Reilly & Associates, Inc., 103A Morris
Avenue, Sebastopol, CA 95472. You can also contact
him by e-mail at dale@ora.com.

Mark Crowley of Cray Research discussed Cray's
online documentation efforts, including man pages,
the Docview system, and a computer-based training
product in beta test stage called Courseview. In the
long run, his company hopes to have an integrated
electronic support system. Crowley also announced
that the next version of the Cray UNICOS operating
system will allow Docview to run on Sun workstations
and will have an X Window interface. Staff from
many centers applauded this development, which is
expected to save valuable supercomputer cycles by
allowing the documentation to be moved off the
supercomputer onto a server.

Participants were interested in whether vendors could
give them the documentation and the ability to
annotate or edit it to fit local needs. The vendors
present seemed to think this could be done, although
they had different ideas about how their companies
might handle it. For example, Kershner thought that
SGI might want to set up special licenses for
"sophisticated sites." Others, such as Cray, were
willing to provide their documentation in source form
(it is presently coded in troff). Adams stated that IBM
wanted to be responsive to user requests and that she
would carry this request back to her management. She
expressed concern that improper editing of a piece of
information might render it inaccurate.

The vendors discussed
separating the content of
documents from the means
of viewing them.

What vendors are working on

What features of an online system are desirable and
can be implemented now? Kershner's company wants
to develop a rich environment with multimedia. This
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means users will have to move up to more
sophisticated equipment. Adams said users want more
powerful searching capabilities. She thinks hypertext
has been a mistake because it is too slow. The vendors
discussed separating the content of documents from
the means of viewing them. This would allow sharing
of information, but each vendor would be free to
develop and market superior viewers and browsers for
their systems.

Standards: Is SGML the clear winner?

Much discussion at the workshop centered on settling
upon a common standard for information interchange.
The main contenders are SGML and PostScript, and of
the two, only SGML seems to offer the true capability
of identifying document structures. Shaun Bagley of
Software Exoterica gave an extensive tour of the
SGML standard, including its syntax and features.
SGML is in wide use in government, industry,
publishing, and academia. While for some industries
(such as the Department of Defense) SGML use is
mandated, others are still beginning to appreciate its
potential for providing a common format for
information that is expected to have a long lifetime. It
is not very cost effective for volatile, frequently
changing data. Also, SGML should be used only to
tag the document structure (headings, paragraphs, and
so forth), not to indicate its presentation format. Fonts
and point sizes, for example, should be specified in a
separate file that is called into play when the
document is displayed or printed out. Several vendors
have stated that they are committed to developing
SGML compliance in their publishing applications.
This is essential for avoiding the colossal amount of
labor involved in hand-coding SGML syntax into
individual documents.

Public domain developments

Two of the most promising public domain
developments also revolve around SGML or an
SGML-like language. Phil Andrews of Pittsburgh
Supercomputing Center demonstrated his X Window
browser, called GDOC. GDOC uses SGML as the
standard for identifying the document structure and the
Computer Graphics Metafile (CGM) standard for
incorporating graphics. GDOC is in the beta test stage;
Andrews encourages users to try it out and hopes they

will contribute more documents (coded for SGML) to
the system. He is presently using TeX for formatting
the type. GDOC has two modes: a page preview mode
that shows how the document would look if printed,
and a browser mode, which features finding and
navigation tools for online use.

Two of the most promising
public domain developments
revolve around SGML or an
SGMLike language.

Sandra Mamrak of Ohio State University reported on
Project Chameleon, a data translation project that has
been under development for several years, sponsored
in part by a grant from Cray Research. Mamrak's
group has developed programming tools for
developing data translation filters, and has developed
several filters (for example, troff to TeX) along the
way. The Chameleon approach involves translating the
formatting codes for a document into an SGML-like
intermediate syntax and then developing a filter from
there. The filter then is used to complete the
translation to the target syntax.

Demonstrations

Two laboratories demonstrated X Window versions of
their mathematical software library catalogs. Jeanne
Springmann of the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) demonstrated GAMS (Guide to
Available Mathematical Software), and Dick Valent of
NCAR demonstrated DSL (Distributed Software
Libraries). Both public domain programs are aimed
at helping users zero in on a specific piece of
mathematical software and obtain it with a minimum
of fuss.

Information exchange

In a session called "Systems We Work With," several
centers discussed the successes (and failures) of the
present online documentation systems. Marion Cohen
of LANL reviewed Docview at their site. Docview,
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which presents ASCII-only information, has several
shortcomings, such as the requirement that it be run on
a Cray computer and lack of usage statistics tools. It is
not widely used at LANL, but it does provide
adequate (if not flashy) searching mechanisms. Others
discussed their experiences with integrating man
pages and writing filters. Emily Yim of the National
Energy Research Supercomputer Center (NERSC)
reported on their group's initial forays into developing
a specification for an online system at their institution.
They are investigating new vendor products, some of
which have not yet been marketed. NERSC may put
together a hybrid vendor-public domain solution via a
third-party "integrator" (a company that would
integrate several systems to fit NERSC's needs).

In a session called "Getting Graphics In," Phil
Andrews (PSC), Fred Clare (NCAR), and Jim
Ferguson (NCSA) agreed that getting graphics into
online documents remains a sticky problem. Some
participants felt that graphics were indeed worth the
difficulty and expense, even if it requires more
powerful display terminals. There may be some
economies to be gained by only displaying the graphic
if it is selected (by contrast, it is always "showing" if
it is in a book). Again, standards will play a major
role. (There are developing standards for two-
dimensional, three-dimensional, and animated
graphics.)

Each participating site filled out a questionnaire giving
detailed information about the current situation at their
sites (for example, number of documents kept online,
how online help is handled, how the newsletter is
prepared, how daily news and bulletins are
promulgated, whether documents are formatted or not,
and so forth). Copies of site reports may be obtained
from Marion Cohen, LANL, C-2 Computer
Documentation, MS B253, Los Alamos NM 97545;
e-mail: mfc@lanl.gov. There is also a list of center
newsletters along with subscription information,

prepared by Sandy Brown, North Carolina
Supercomputing Center, P.O. Box 12889, R.T.P.,
NC 27709-2889; e-mail: sandyb@ncsc.org.

The final session of the workshop was devoted to
identifying which aspects of the "ideal" common
online system the centers felt were most important to
develop in order to make it a reality.

Online clearing house

To continue the information exchange, Luther Keeler
(CHPC) volunteered to serve as a clearing house for
information that participants may wish to post via an
electronic (e-mail) newsletter. A mail group consisting
of all the meeting attendees has been set up where
articles will be archived, called online2@ncar.ucar.edu.
To be placed on the e-mail list, you may contact Juli
Rew (juliana@ncar.ucar.edu). To suggest articles,
please contact Keeler by sending e-mail to
xxag057@chpc.utexas.edu on the Internet.

In addition to this newsletter article, our first postings
include a summary by Keeler of the desired online
system components and their current status. The
summary recommends specific ways the sites can help
advance the technology in these areas. We hope all
interested sites and vendors can contribute to this
effort so that we can report continued progress at the
next meeting.

Juli Rew is head of the Documentation Group within the
SCD User Services Section.
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Docview provides UNICOS documents online

by Juli Rew

Editor's note: The amount of online UNICOS
documentation increased last summer when the
Docview system was installed as part of the UNICOS
6.1 operating system. This article is reprinted from the
July 1991 SCD Computing News. We feel the
information is useful and would like to remind users
that Docview is available.

Docview allows you to view information online or to
write it to a file. It offers a system of menus to help
you access information. Each document in the
Docview library is identified by a unique docname (an
abbreviated document name), and each document
consists of passages that are identified by specific
keywords. Docview also lets you examine all
keywords associated with a particular document.
Currently, Docview is an interactive tool and is
therefore not suitable for batch use.

The Docview utility is based on the DOCUMENT
program, which was developed by the National Energy
Research Supercomputer Center (NERSC) at the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories. It was
ported to UNICOS as a joint project between Cray
Research and the National Center for Supercomputing
Applications (NCSA).

Many Cray manuals now online

Docview comes with several Cray manuals online, and
allows the addition of local documents as well. (SCD
expects to continue to use anonymous FTP as another
way to make local online documents available to our
users.) Manuals online under Docview are listed in
Table 1.

Table 1. Cray manuals available in Docview

Docname

UNICOS60notice
admin
c.std
cdbx
doc.writer
docview
fortran
parallel
pascal
perf
primer
segldr
stdC30.prv
support
tape.user
tcpip.user
usm
x.window

Manual title

UNICOS 6.0 Release Notice
UNICOS System Administration for Source Releases, SG-2113
Cray Standard C Programmer's Reference Manual, SR-2074
UNICOS CDBX Symbolic Debugger Reference Manual, SR-2091
Docview Writer's Guide, SG-2118
Docview User's Guide, SG-2109
CF77 Volume 1: Fortran Reference Manual, SR-3071
CF77 Volume 4: Parallel Processing, SG-3074
Pascal Reference Manual, SR-0060
UNICOS Performance Utilities Reference Manual, SR-2040
UNICOS Primer, SG-2010
Segment Loader (SEGLDR) and Id Reference Manual, SR-0066
Standard C Compiler 3.0 Release Preview
UNICOS Support Tools Guide, SG-2016
UNICOS Tape Subsystem User's Guide, SG-2051
TCP/IP and OSI Network User's Guide, SG-2009
UNICOS Source Manager (SG-2097)
UNICOS X Window Reference Manual (SR-2101)
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Example 1. The Docview start-up screen

Getting started with Docview

To get started with Docview, type:

docview

The Docview main menu will be displayed, along with
the Docview prompt (>). Example 1 contains the start-
up screen.

The brackets indicate that typing this information is
optional. Thus you can type h as a shortcut for the
help command, or a to see a menu of the available
document names in alphabetical order.

To view a listed document, type:

v docname

where docname is the short name of the document
you want to view. This will give you a list of

keywords, which you can use to find particular
passages in the document (see the section on "Finding
information," below).

To view the entire document from the beginning, type:

v docname entire

Navigating in Docview

You may scroll through a Docview document using its
basic movement commands, or you may search for a
desired keyword. Docview uses the movement
commands listed in Table 2, which are similar to those
in many UNIX utilities, such as vi and more.

Note: We have observed that you may need to scroll
forward a screen or two if the first screen appears to
be blank.
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Escaping to the shell

When you type v docname, Docview gives you an
"° index of numbered keywords for the document. You

can select the number of the keyword you want to see
a passage for. Or, at the Docview prompt (>), you can
search for specific keywords using the f[ind]
command. Note that someone else has selected the set
of keywords, so you may not be able to find the
particular keyword you're looking for. A possible
advantage of the f[ind] command is that it uses fuzzy
matching, which means it can search for partial words
or mistyped words. For example, a request to find the
word "vector" will match "vectorization" as well. For
multiple-word keywords, use hyphens to separate
words; for example:

f performance-utilities

Most of the Docview commands can also be entered at
the command line. For example, you could type:

% docview find fortran-compilers
or

% docview f fortran-compilers

This would return a list of document keywords that
include the search string, along with the names of the
documents that contain them. When using Docview
from the command line, be patient. It can take several
seconds for Docview to first display its main menu
and then complete the search for the string.

Table 2. Docview movement commands

Command Description

<spacebar> Page forward
b Page backward
j Move 1 line forward

(5j = 5 lines forward)
k Move 1 line backward

(5k = 5 lines backward)
/string Search forward for string
?string Search backward for

string

To escape back to the shell to execute a single
command line outside of Docview, use the
exclamation point (!). For example, you can type ! Is
to check the contents of the current directory. Press
RETURN to continue working in Docview.

Making a copy of a passage

You can write one or more passages to disk from
within the Docview menu system by typing the
following command:

write docname keywords > outfile

where outfile is the name of the document name you
wish to assign. If you do not assign a name to oufile,
the default name will be docname.doc. To print the
file from shavano, type

xprint outfile

Help on Docview

To get off to a quick start in Docview, type:

% docview h quick

on the command line. From within Docview, you can
type h at any of the menu prompts. There is also a
docview man page. For further assistance in using
Docview, contact the SCD consulting office (e-mail to
consultl @ncar.ucar.edu; phone: 303-497-1278).

Ordering information also available online

The licensing and document ordering information for
UNICOS 6.0 has not been included in the Docview
version of the UNICOS 6.0 Release Notice. This
information is currently only available online from
anonymous FTP under the pathname docs/cray/
unicos6/cray.release/ordering. For information on
using anonymous FTP, see the Documentation
department in this issue. (Note: Documentation for
UNICOS 6.0 is also applicable to UNICOS 6.1.)

Juli Rew is head of the Documentation Group within the
SCD User Services Section.
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Interest in CD-ROM is growing rapidly

by Linda Miller

Editor's note: Unidata is an organization in Boulder,
Colorado that provides software to help universities
acquire and use atmospheric data. Sponsored by the
National Science Foundation, Unidata is governed by
the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research
(UCAR). This article is reprinted with permission from
the March-April 1992 UCAR Newsletter.

During the June 1991 Unidata users workshop on
synoptic and mesoscale meteorological instruction held
in Boulder, Colorado, a resolution was made through
the Unidata Policy Committee and conveyed to the
UCAR president. The resolution requested UCAR to

Dennis Joseph and Roy Jenne of SCD's Data Support
Section (DSS) discuss meteorological datasets. The first
CD-ROM prepared by the DSS will contain global
analyses from the National Meteorological Center.
(Photo by Ginger Hein.)

Today CD-ROM technology is
a viable way of distributing
large datasets economically.

initiate regular publication of the most useful
meteorological datasets on CD-ROMs (compact discs
with read-only memory) to serve the academic
community. In response, UCAR president Richard
Anthes appointed an ad hoc UCAR Committee on
Meteorological Datasets to advise him on possible
UCAR roles in publishing an ongoing series of
compact discs. Specifically, the committee was
charged with making recommendations on disc content
and format, data-access software, and standardization.

The committee was also asked to make
recommendations about supporting software to make
the series useful with prevalent systems for scientific
data analysis on personal computers and workstations.
Until recently, digital data were disseminated
predominantly on nine-track magnetic tapes. Drives to
read such tapes are expensive to buy and maintain and
are seldom available on small computer systems.
Today CD-ROM technology is a viable way of
distributing large datasets economically. Up to 680
megabytes of digital data can be stored on a single
4.75-inch disc. The discs can be read using
inexpensive CD-ROM drives connected to personal
computers and workstations. Approximately two dozen
atmospheric science CDs currently exist, and the list is
growing rapidly. Roy Jenne of NCAR's Scientific
Computing Division (SCD) has compiled an excellent
reference manual identifying these and other science-
related CDs.

A report, with recommendations, was prepared and
submitted to Anthes, who has asked SCD to proceed
with development of CD-ROMs at a modest pace until
additional resources have been identified.
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(Editor's note: The SCD Data Support Section [DSS]
is preparing the CD-ROMs, according to DSS member
Dennis Joseph. The first CD will contain global

analyses from the National Meteorological Center
[NMC]. Later CDs will include hourly observations
for North American stations, upper-air observations
with global coverage, and North American analyses
from the NMC Nested Grid Model.)

There is close collaboration and cooperation underway
between this project and another one--for a digital
data library for applied research and on-station
training by scientific operations officers at National
Weather Service (NWS) Forecast Offices and
development operations hydrologists at NWS River
Forecast Offices--to work toward satisfying the
requirements and needs of the university and
operational communities.

As these projects progress, researchers could have an
extensive library of scientific data at hand, providing
unprecedented research and education capabilities.
Scientists, from academics to operational forecasters,
will be able to pursue research that, in the past, has
been impeded by such obstacles as gaining access to
voluminous datasets and acquiring the software needed

S to use the data. UCAR and the committee are united
in their belief that CD-ROMs may significantly
advance atmospheric and related sciences.

For more information, contact Linda Miller, UCAR,
P.O. Box 3000, Boulder, CO 80307 (e-mail:
lmiller@unidata.ucar.edu; phone: 303-497-8646).

Linda Miller is external programs coordinator at Unidata.
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Smooth move to the new meeker

by Nancy Dawson

The May 2 switchover to a new SCD UNIX front-end
computer went so smoothly that most users didn't
know they were logging into a different machine the
following Monday.

The new meeker is a Sun 4/690MP with two Central
Processing Units (CPUs); the old meeker had only one
CPU. Also, the new CPUs are faster than the old ones,
according to Craig Ruff, head of the Distributed
Services Group in SCD.

"We now have two Ethernet connections to meeker,
which allows us to split the traffic," said Craig. "One
Ethernet handles the NFS [Network File System]
traffic to the central file server. The other Ethernet
handles everything else, such as interactive login
sessions. Splitting the traffic has improved the overall
response time."

In other key aspects, the new meeker is identical to
the old one: it runs the same operating system (Sun
4.1.2) and has the same software available. The new
meeker also retains the address of meeker.ucar.edu
and the IP number of 128.117.64.25.

Meanwhile, the old meeker is not idle. It has been
renamed and is being used by SCD staff to replace a
smaller computer.

Nancy Dawson is a writer/editor in the Documentation
Group within the SCD User Services Section.

Large requests for shavano time: Deadline for
submission is July 10

The SCD Advisory Panel, which will meet October
15-16, reviews requests for time on the CRAY
Y-MP8/864 (shavano) that exceed 100 general
accounting units (GAUs) and extension requests that
cause a project's total to exceed 100 GAUs.
University users should submit these requests by July
10 to ensure enough time for preliminary review and
preparation of panel materials. (Note: Requests for
100 GAUs or less do not require panel review. These
requests may be submitted at any time and normally
take four to six weeks to process.)

EC oe)IiIMP !
1 J..UE. . 1 9 92.. . ... .. . .. .. . .. .... . . . . . . . . .... .. . . .... .. .. . ....... ........ . . . . . .. .. .. ...

Submit your applications to John Adams, NCAR/SCD,
P.O. Box 3000, Boulder, CO 80307-3000 (phone:
303-497-1213; e-mail: johnad@ncar.ucar.edu). You
may obtain computing request forms from JoAn
Knudson at the same address (phone: 303-497-1207;
e-mail: knudson@ncar.ucar.edu).

i
I .........................I ..................................... .... . .. ...... . ...... .... .. ........... . .......... ...
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To multitask or not to multitask: SCD committee
makes recommendations A

by Sally Haerer

Some users in the NCAR community have shown the
desire and ability to effectively multitask their code,
and SCD would like to assist by defining available
opportunities. With this purpose in mind, the
Multitasking Committee was organized with a twofold
mission: to examine the feasibility of multitasking in
the general queues (prem, reg, and econ) on shavano,
the CRAY Y-MP8/864; and to recommend guidelines
under which multitasking in these queues should be
encouraged.

The committee determined that for certain large,
efficient, multitasked jobs, general queues are not the
best approach; dedicated queues are the best way to
achieve good system performance and response time
for all users. (For information on mt_e, a new
dedicated queue for multitasking, see sidebar, p. 14.)

The committee also determined that the question of
whether to multitask in the general queues does not
have a simple answer; results of
our investigations are discussed
below.

Research findings

For multitasking in the general
queues on shavano, our research
indicated the following items to be
true:

1. The wait time for semaphore
registers has been noticeably
reduced since the upgrade to
UNICOS 6.1. If you tried
multitasking under UNICOS
5.0, you might find that
another try under the current Members of the
operating system will yield Kuehn, Sally Hk
better results. Zukosky.)

2. Effective multitasking to improve system
performance requires computer idle time and
memory availability. You should be aware that
memory requirements for codes increase to some
degree when multitasking is utilized. Recently,
neither idle time nor memory has been abundantly
available on shavano.

3. Currently, effective multitasked jobs running in
the general queues result in better wall-clock time
than the same job run with only one CPU; in the
long term, however, as the number of general
multitasked jobs running on the system at any
time begins to increase, this turnaround advantage
will decrease to some extent.

4. On shavano, the memory scheduler favors small-
memory jobs; it doesn't know if a job sitting in
the queue is effectively multitasked. Therefore, a
multitasked job will receive no priority handling in

multitasking committee, left to right: Dick Valent, Jeff
aerer, Ginger Caldwell, and Dick Sato. (Photo by Curt
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the general queues, regardless of its effective
machine utilization. Once the job is running, its
queue priority will help determine the percentage
of CPU time accrued and how many CPUs the job
will get.

Some conclusions

After further research and benchmark experimentation,
the committee came to some conclusions regarding
multitasking in shavano's general queues. We
recommend the following:

1. If you attempt multitasking in the general queues,
compare results with your single-CPU runs. If
overhead or CPU time significantly increases, do
not continue multitasking without further
optimizing your code.

2. Hand-tuning codes for improved multitasking
performance may not be easy. It may require

substantial study of the code's algorithms as well
as multitasking principles and implementations. As
time and resources are available, SCD would like
to further identify and develop metrics to monitor
multitasked jobs, identify poor executions, and
offer assistance. SCD will be developing and
publishing guidelines for you to look for in job
performance.

3. For small-memory multitasked jobs, or check-out
and development multitasked jobs, the general
queues seem to be adequate for reasonable
performance.

4. Experimentation with multitasking for large-
memory, long-running jobs is encouraged in the
general queues. If improvements seem significant,
authorization to run in the dedicated queues should
be pursued.

HcDt YPif 'I£T 'IIEY
14 UNE199

I - - I
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5. SCD and users should carefully monitor jobs that
run on all eight CPUs. Studies and benchmarksE r :Ge.:u......
have shown that running with all eight processorsE r G y m t .
can often increase overhead to an unacceptable SC:D p:: reportviaF
level, even when significant tuning has been
accomplished. We do not recommend that youWoulto keep:upwith issue,
request all eight CPUs when your job is running in <discussions,:and developments in NCAR
the general queues. Actually, depending on system computng? "News from SCDUGfte.repo
load, acquiring an average of three CPUs during on the monthly SCD Users'Group(SCDUG)
your run is considered good.. meetingis avaiable via anonymous File

................ . ........ ........ Y :: : .~~jl~i ~ i~i~~iii~~~: ~ ~ i.....i.. .. i..........Transfer Protocol (T):to>thecomputer......
6. The charging algorithm as applied on shavano will naed fpUucar-edu unde tepathn.. m

encourage efficient multitasked jobs and
discourage inefficient multitasked jobs in the Ss s
general queues.

.here mon indicates the month (for example,
The multitasking future .scdug.jun)

Finally, the committee concluded that if for no other
reason than education, multitasking should be issue:for;instructions on obtaining documents
experimented with to some degree by the userva anonymous FTP.
community. It should be carefully researched and
studied extensively as time permits by appropriate
SCD staff. Parallelization is the future of
supercomputing, and computer users at leading-edge
laboratories like NCAR should be prepared for the
challenge.

Sally Haerer is head of the Consulting Group within the
SCD User Services Section.

cc1ID ct iu N:iic H.S.
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Creating and using 64-bit IEEE files on shavano A

by Jeff Kuehn

On-the-fly 64-bit IEEE floating point conversion is
now available via a compiler line and a few script
options on the CRAY Y-MP8/864 (shavano). This
conversion requires no modification to your Fortran
program and is, in fact, transparent to the program
itself. Previously, extensive modifications were
necessary.

Thus, the Y-MP can write double-precision 64-bit
floating-point files in IEEE format that can be read on
front-end machines such as Suns and IBM RISC
System/6000s (including the cluster), and can read
files that were created on these machines in double-
precision 64-bit floating-point IEEE format.

The script in Example 1 contains a short example
program followed by the necessary additions to the
compile line and the assign command. In this
example, the -WI"-F" /usr/local/lib/64bitieee.o on the
cf77 command line forces the inclusion of the routines
that control the conversion. The -Ff77 -Nuser on the
assign command requests that the appropriate layers
of Fortran's Flexible File I/O (FFIO) be called to
handle the conversion during I/O. Note that the
Fortran program requires no special subroutine or
function calls.

You can also create 32-bit IEEE single-precision files
using FFIO with the assign option -N ieee, as opposed
to the -N user option stated above. When using the
single-precision version of IEEE conversion, you do
not add the 64-bit library to cf77, nor do you need the
-WI"-F" cf77 option. The 32-bit conversion package
is built into the FFIO; it's only in the case of 64-bit
conversion that you need the special loading options
mentioned here.

Sample case: Reading a shavano file on
the cluster

Below is a sample program that will run on the
RS/6000 cluster to read the file written on shavano by
the program in Example 1. Simply interactively rcp
the file fort.10 (created by the script in Example 1)
from shavano to chief (the cluster gateway); then
compile and run the program below. Note that when
this technique is used, the REAL variables on the
input list must be REAL*8 or they will not be read
correctly.

program test
real*8 a(10)
integer j (10)
read(10) a,j
do 20 i = 1, 10

write (*,*) a(i),j (i)
20 continue

stop
end

If you have questions

Questions regarding this feature should be directed to
Jeff Kuehn in the SCD Consulting Office; send e-mail
to kuehn@ncar.ucar.edu or call (303) 497-1311.

Article available online

This article is available online via anonymous File
Transfer Protocol (FTP) to ftp.ucar.edu under the
filename docs/cray/ieee_conversion. For instructions
on how to use FTP, see the Documentation department
of this newsletter.

Jeff Kuehn is a consultant in the SCD User Services
Section.

JUNE 1992
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Example 1. A short program demonstrating IEEE conversion

JUNE 1992
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Vector subscripts featured in Fortran 90 and CF77 5.0

by Jeanne Adams

Editor's note: This is the seventh in a series of articles
about Fortran 90 features available on version 5.0 of
CF77, the Cray compiling system. Future articles will
discuss array arguments to intrinsic functions, new
input/output facilities, and pointers in Fortran 90 and
CF77.

The subscript triplet is used to select a portion of an
array called an array section. This portion of a parent
array is also an array. For example, if A is
dimensioned A(20), then the section A(2:10:3) selects
only elements A(2), A(5), and A(8). According to the
subscript triplet, the elements are selected from a
lower bound (2) to an upper bound (10) in increments
of 3. The bounds can be positive, negative, or 0, and
the stride can be positive or negative; this selects a
regular pattern that is either increasing or decreasing
with a fixed stride. An example of a decreasing
subscript triplet is A(15:4:-3), which selects elements
A(15), A(12), A(9) and A(6).

Occasionally a problem arises where the elements of
an array that are needed for an array section are
random or arbitrary. This portion of an array may be
selected using vector subscripts. The feature is
available both in Fortran 90 and in CF77 Version 5.0
on the Cray.

A vector subscript is a rank-1 array of integer
expressions that evaluate to a vector of subscripts.
Each subscript value must be within the bounds of the
allowable subscripts for its dimension. The number of
elements selected in the section by one element of a
vector subscript is dependent on the other subscripts,
if there are any. Vector subscripts, subscript triplets, or
simple subscripts may be used in combination with
one another to identify an array section, as shown in
Example 1. (Program output is shown in Example 2.)

In Example 1, both X and Y are initialized to zero in a
whole-array assignment statement with zero broadcast
to the shape of X and Y.

Example 1. Sample program showing vector subscripts

........... ........................... ............... .............................. . .... .. ..... . ..................................... .. ....... . ........... ... .... ...... .. .............. ....... . . ..... .. ..... ... .......... ............................ ..................................
... .................. ..... ... .. ..... .. .. . ........ ................................

........ ....... ...... . ........ ........ .......H N .......................... .......... .................................................................... ....... ..... .......................................................................................... ................................. ... ... ..... ...... .... ......... .................. ................................................................................ ..... ......
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Example 2. Output of sample program

Example 3. Reversing an array

JUNE 1992
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The vector subscript J defines an array section of the
whole array Y. The values of J are defined in a DATA
statement as 4, 3, 10, 5, and 1. The elements of Y that
are selected by J are assigned the value 1.0 in the
statement:

Y(J) = 1.0

The vector subscript J is used to identify the five
elements of this array section.

A section of X is chosen by using X(1:6:3, K, 2) and
assigning the value 1.0. The X array is three
dimensional: the first subscript is a subscript triplet
selecting 1 and 4 in the first dimension; K is a vector
subscript that selects 2, 5, and 3 in the second
dimension; a simple subscript of 2 is selected in the
third dimension. The elements of this array section
are:

X(1,2,2),
X(1,5,2),
X(1,3,2) ,

X(4,2,2)
X(4, 5,2)
X(4,3,2)

An integer value in a vector subscript may be
repeated. For example, a vector subscript could be
defined in a DATA statement as:

DATA M/5, 3, 3, 2/

In this case, element 3 of the parent array is selected
twice.

Another interesting use of vector subscripts is to
rearrange, or indeed, reverse, the elements of an array.
Example 3 (p. 19) shows a sample program that
reverses an array. The output for this program is as
follows:

4 5
2 1

Jeanne Adams was chair of the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) committee that developed
Fortran 90, and is a past chair of the International
Programming Languages Committee of the International
Standards Organization (ISO). She is a member of SCD's
Computational Support Group and recently coauthored The
Fortran 90 Handbook: Complete ANSI/ISO Reference.
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New default Fortran compiler on shavano:
CF77 version 5.0.2 A

Version 5.0.2.15 of the CF77 compiling system, which
includes the cf77, fpp, fmp, and cft77 utilities, is now
the default compiler on the CRAY Y-MP8/864
(shavano). For a period of time, the cf77502a and
cft77502a names will be linked to the new default
names to allow queued jobs to clear the system. CF77
version 4.0.0 will be available as cf7740, fpp40,
fmp40, premult40, and cft7740.

If you need more information, or wish to report a
problem with this version of the Fortran compiler,
contact Jeff Kuehn in the SCD Consulting Office by
calling (303) 497-1311 or sending e-mail to
kuehn@ncar.ucar.edu.

Meet shavano, the CRAY Y-MP8/864. From a bird's eye view, the characteristic "Y"
configuration is evident. The left branch of the "Y" (rear, top) is the I/O Subsystem; the
right branch (foreground, bottom) is the Solid-state Storage Device. The CPU box forms
the trunk of the Y-MP, while a separate box (upper left) contains the heat-exchange unit.
(Photo by Bob Bumpas.)
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Split those large binaries with
'bsplit'

For example, to find the subroutine MSREAD,
you would type:

findsub msread

The findsub command would display:

Subroutine Library Pathby Tom Parker

A new command called bsplit is now available on
the CRAY Y-MP8/864 (shavano). You can use the
bsplit command to split a large, binary file into
smaller files of a specified size. (The bsplit
command is similar to the split and csplit
commands that operate on text files.)

For example, to split the file big into 10,000-byte
chunks named (by default) aa, ab, ac, ..., you
would type:

bsplit -10000 big

One application of bsplit would be to split up a
file that is too large to store on the Mass Storage
System.

For more information, please type man bsplit on
shavano.

Tom Parker is a consultant in the SCD User Services
Section.

Find those subroutines with
'findsub'

by Tom Parker

A new command called findsub is now available
on the CRAY Y-MP8/864 (shavano). The findsub
command displays the location of subroutines in
system binary libraries. This is handy when you
are preparing your segldr -L and -1 options.

MSREAD mss /usr/local/lib

For more information, please type man findsub
on shavano.

Tom Parker is a consultant in the SCD User Services
Section.

I: SYSTEMS NEWS

Enhancements made to shjob
and cajob

In late May the commands shjob and cajob on
meeker, the SCD front-end computer, were
upgraded. The commands now print a message to
stderr when they are reattempting to transfer a file
over the Mainframe and Server Network
(MASnet) to the CRAY Y-MP8/864 (shavano) or
the CRAY Y-MP2D (castle). Retries occur every
two minutes. Previously the commands did not
print a message and appeared to be hung while the
transfer was being retried.

22
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Start at the beginning with
UNIX basics

The SCD UNIX Basics Class will be held from
09:00-15:00 Mountain Time in the Director's
Conference Room at the NCAR Mesa Lab on the
following dates:

July 8-9
August 5-6
September 9-10
October 7-8

(Wednesday-Thursday)
(Wednesday-Thursday)
(Wednesday-Thursday)
(Wednesday-Thursday)

Early registration is advised. To register, send e-
mail to scdinfo@ncar.ucar.edu or call the SCD
course enrollment line at (303) 497-1225. (Note:
This class or equivalent knowledge of UNIX is a
prerequisite for the UNICOS Orientation Class.)

Lee Carter ...
SCD user support specialist,
UNIX Basics instructor

This free, two-day class introduces you to the
basics of UNIX. Topics covered include essential
UNIX commands; UNIX file permissions; I/O
redirection, pipes, and filters; job processing; the
vi editor; UNIX e-mail; and basic C shell features
such as history, aliasing, simple scripts, and shell
files.

Susan Smith ...
SCD user support specialist,
UNIX Basics instructor

Learn UNICOS at bimonthly
orientation

The UNICOS Orientation Class will be held from
08:30-16:30 Mountain Time in the Damon Room
at the NCAR Mesa Lab on the following dates:

July 28
September 22

(Tuesday)
(Tuesday)

The class introduces UNIX/UNICOS programming
tools and the NCAR computing environment, and
requires a good understanding of basic UNIX.
Topics covered include make and makefiles, shell
scripts, NCAR hardware and access methods,
Mass Storage System commands, CFT77 and
CF77, library and segldr considerations, fmgen,

JUNE 1992UHNG 23W
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the NQS (Network Queueing System) batch
system, job accounting, graphics facilities, and
debugging with cdbx.

Please register in advance by sending e-mail to
scdinfo@ncar.ucar.edu or calling the SCD course
enrollment line at (303) 497-1225.

Friendly users wanted for testing
of TAGS batch video services

Batch video services are now being beta tested for
the Text and Graphics System (TAGS). If you are
interested in being a friendly user of this new
batch capability and submitting some of your
computer-generated imagery to be recorded on
VHS, SVHS, or U-matic tape, please send e-mail
to John Clyne (clyne@ncar.ucar.edu). Turnaround
is typically a day. There is no charge for this
service while it is in the beta test stage.

TAGS macr parameter now
required

The Text and Graphics System (TAGS) now
requires you to specify the macr= parameter on
all your jobs. This change, instituted on June 1, is
necessary so that additional output devices can be
added to TAGS.

How to access the SCD
Daily Bulletin

The Daily Bulletin is an online daily status report
of all SCD computing systems. It is the most
current source of news about computing at NCAR,
giving information about hardware, software,
documentation, communication links, and
scheduled and unscheduled computer downtime.

The Daily Bulletin is prepared weekdays by the
SCD Consulting Office between 08:45 and 09:00
Mountain Time and again, if necessary, at 16:00.

Interactive access

If you log on to the CRAY Y-MP8/864 (shavano),
the front-end computer (meeker), or one of the
NCAR divisional computers, type:

dailyb

IRJE access

If you use the Internet Remote Job Entry System
(IRJE), use File Transfer Protocol (FTP) to access
the computer named windom.ucar.edu. Once you
have logged on to your account, type:

get .dailyb filename

where filename is the name you assign to the file

on your computer.

Watch the Daily Bulletin to
stay current with new devel-
opments in the Scientific
Computing Division.
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MIGS access

If you use the MASnet/Internet Gateway Server
(MIGS) from your local computer, type:

nrnet dailyb filename

where filename is the name of the local file into
which the Daily Bulletin will be returned.

FTP access

The Daily Bulletin is now also available via
anonymous FTP in the top-level directory with the
filename dailyb. For directions on how to obtain
SCD documentation via anonymous FTP, see
"Obtain SCD documentation via anonymous FTP,"
below.

If you have questions, please contact the SCD
consultant on duty by sending e-mail to
consultl @ncar.ucar.edu or calling (303) 497-1278.

Erratum

Due to inadvertent printer error, two
photos were switched in some copies of
last month's newsletter. As many alert
readers noticed, Jeff Kuehn should have
been pictured on page 15, and Jay
Chalmers and Dick Valent on page 17.

Obtain SCD documentation via
anonymous FTP

A growing number of SCD documents are
available via anonymous File Transfer Protocol
(FTP) on the computer named ftp.ucar.edu. The
User Documentation Catalog, which includes
descriptions of UNICOS documentation, and the
SCD Computing News yearly indexes are also
available online. The complete list of online
documents is in the README file in the docs
subdirectory.

To obtain copies of online documents, follow the
steps below.

1. From your local computer connected to the
Internet, type:

ftp ftp.ucar.edu

or

ftp 128.117.64.4

2. When prompted for a logon name, type:

anonymous

Note: If your local computer is a Digital
Equipment VAX running VMS, you may need
to type:

"anonymous"

3. Enter your logon ID at the password prompt
and wait for the ftp> prompt.

If you're examining docs for the first time,
you may obtain a README file with a list of
the documentation categories (subdirectories)
currently available by typing:

ii~ii~ii~ii. ~j~~l~ii~ii~ii~ii~ii~iii~jjii j liiii~i~~i~~i~~i~~iiii~ii~ili~ lil~il~i~~ill Iiill~ii~i~~j l~ill~j iillllillllll 11111\:jli Itliij Ii~lll~ltlll lll~~ll]lijllt IIj~ji-i~jll~jliiljiiii~i~..........;li-
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cd does
get README
quit

You can read the README file using your
own system tools.

If you already know the subdirectory you
want, you can use the dir (or Is) command
within directories to list the contents.

4. To transfer a file to your present working
directory on your local computer, change
directories to the desired subdirectory of does
and use the get command. For example:

where filename is the name of the file you
want to transfer.

Caution: If your local computer already has a
file with a name identical to the one you want
to transfer, your existing file will be replaced
with the new file. To give a file a new name
on your local computer, type:

get filename newfilename

5. To terminate the anonymous FTP session,
type:

quit

ed cray
get filename

ji~~ I i S. .. i i
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A tornado vacuums up dirt as it tears across a ploughed field. This photo was
taken by Bob Bumpas on July 2, 1987, east of Denver near the Rocky Mountain
Arsenal during an NCAR field project.
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[7 Add to mailing list [] Delete from mailing list ] Change existing entry
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Boulder, CO 80307-3000. Or include the above information in e-mail addressed to
sylvia@ncar.ucar.edu on the Internet.



SCD SERVICES DIRECTORY

CONTACTPHONECNAT(303) E-MAIL

General Information
SOD Consulting Office Consultant on Duty 497-1278 consultl
SOD Visitor/User Information 497-1225 scdinfo
SOD Course Enrollment 497-1225 scdinfo
Graphics Software Purchase Information 497-1201 scdinfo
Data Communications/Networking Maria Meehl 497-1301 marla
Research Data Archive Access Data Support 497-1219 datahelp
Project & User Number Assignment Rosemary Mitchell 497-1235 rosemary
Computing Resource Applications JoAn Knudson 497-1207 knudson
SCD Computing News Editor Lynda Lester 497-1285 lester
NCAR Switchboard 497-1000

Operations Information
Computer Operations Bob Niffenegger 497-1240 niff
Machine Room Operations Supervisor 497-1200 opns
Graphics Operations Andy Robertson 497-1241/42 andy
Tape Librarian Sue Jensen 497-1245 sue
Output Mailing Mary Buck 497-1232 docorder

Documentation
SOD Documentation Information 497-1225 sedinfo
SOD Documentation Orders Mary Buck 497-1232 docorder

Sending Electronic Mail to NCAR Staff

Use the addresses in the e-mail column above and the appropriate network information below to send
e-mail to SCD staff:

* Internet address: name@ncar.ucar.edu (IP node 128.117.64.4)
" BITNET users: Use the BrFNET address name@ncario. Please consult your system administrator

for the exact syntax.
" SPAN address: NSFGW::"name@ncar.ucar.edu" (DECNET node 9580 or 9.364)
" Telemail/OMNET address: name@ncar.ucar.edu (for the Internet address)

For further information on e-mail, please see the UserDoc "Using the NCAR E-mail System."
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